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Hello everyone! It is Debbie De Grote. Welcome to our Ask-A-Coach call today.
So I think we have a small group joining us today, primarily because everybody’s still filtering in and trickling back in
vacation, getting back to work, and getting things fired up and ready to go.
I’ve got a few comments I wanted to share with you to get ya’ll fired up and then we’ll see if there are any questions, and if
not, we’ll let you go early so you can get back to work.
A couple of things, that as I was talking with the coaches today, that I suggested, and that’s that they ask you to go back to
last year’s wish list.
So what I mean by that is this – What were the goals that you had of items to implement, projects you wanted to accomplish,
skills you wanted to work on and improve? So I have been taking all of our client files and going back one by one and
looking at the action items, the wish list, the skills they wanted to improve, and bringing those items forward. In other words,
looking at the things that you need to do, want to do, haven’t accomplish yet, and figuring out how can I get those
accomplished in January, February, March so that the 1st quarter is really powerful? Okay, so I want you to go through that
with your coach and say, let’s look at my file and let’s pull forward those action items and those must do’s.
All week long so far, I should say so far because it’s only Thursday, I’ve had people emailing me saying, “Okay, what should
be my biggest point of focus as I begin January?” I do get that some of our terrific clients across the country are absolutely
buried in snow and ice. That can always make it a little bit of a tough start.
But here’s what I would look at in these first few days of January:

1. Leads. Right guys, lead followup. Be aggressive. Hunt them down. Spark a sense of urgency. Find a
reason that’s real and logical and legitimate to say, “This is why we need to do it now.” Because
remember, we often talk about that the maybe leads will not pay your definite bills. Or another favorite
I’ve heard someone say once, “Leads are not like fine wine. They don’t age well.” We want to make
sure that we absolutely are all over those leads and getting them into action.
2. Next, I would go through and if you didn’t reach some of your terrific past clients and sphere of
influence at the end of the year, I would go back through and try to hunt those people down. Often
people will say to me, “Well, what’s a good reason to call the people I know?” That could be to simply
say, “You know, as we turn the corner on a New Year so many people have been asking me what’s going
on, where’s the market at? That’s exactly why I wanted to call and offer you a complimentary annual
real estate review. So we can talk about questions you have. I can update you on the value of your
home. What would you like to know?”
3. So always think, okay, where am I going to find deals fast?
• Hot leads.
•
• Hot, warm people who know me and will me and will give me referrals.
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•
•

Could potentially be price reductions if you’ve got some listings that have been hanging out there.
You know, for the most part, most of them are selling pretty well.
Then, let’s be sure to get on our proactive marketing and prospecting activities, because remember,
if it’s a duplicatable machine, if you’ve got your 3 to 5 methods of creating listings, everything else is
going to fall into place.

So I know we had a couple of people just jumped in and joined us. Any questions? This is really the Ask the Coach, not the
training call so much. But I just wanted to get a couple things going in your mind.
Any questions anyone has about something they’re working on, a client challenge, a situation? Fire away. Anything guys?
Okay. Well, let me make sure that you guys all have my email. You know you can reach out to me direct.
DebbieDeGrote@gmail.com.
There are a couple things I wanted to remind you of, because even though we email, mail, and call you, sometimes you still
forget some of the benefits that you have. I want you to take advantage of them in the New Year.
If you haven’t checked it out recently, our EliteAgentsOnline.com members website has been newly remodeled. So we’ve
added more resources. We’ve categorized them so they’re easy to find and easy to search. So please be sure to go there and
check out some of your great resources.
Now, one thing in particular, if you haven’t reviewed it or haven’t reviewed it recently, I would encourage you to find the
Listing Language 2.0. So that’s on your EliteAgentsOnline.com members website. Listing Language 2.0. We have an 84minute audio for you, and we have a transcript. It’s very important that you pay attention to this because this is the modern
day consumer-centric approach to listing property, and it is working extremely well for all of our clients that are using it. So
please check that out.
Also, please remember that every month we post for you on the members website the Lifestyle Advisor Newsletter. So this
is free to you as a client. It’s a 4-page newsletter. Remember, it’s a fully editable Word doc so you are welcome to remove
an article and pop in your own local article if you would like. What some of our clients have done is they’ve removed an
article and they’ve had their lender write a finance article, and their lender then was legally able to pay for a portion of the
cost of that newsletter getting mailed out.
Another thought would be take that newsletter and take the 6 issues that are there for you and tear it apart. Feel free to use
them for blogs, for your email blasts, to post a tip on social medial. Because my goal was to give you some bonus content
and that way you can be busy focusing on what you need to do in trying to come up with messaging to send out to your
clients.
Let me read an email that just came in. It said, I’m on mute because I’m traveling. But the question is, how do you about the
use of video in the New Year?
Very, very, very, very important. So guys, remember, you don’t have to be a movie star. You don’t have to be perfect and
canned and flawless. They just like to hear from you. People like video, so much so that over the holiday we built a green
room here at the company so we can make more videos for you guys and do more live stream. I would encourage you to
consider doing at least once a month a little video e-blast.
So for example, you could say, “You know, hey, I just wanted to wish you a happy holiday. We’re beginning a New Year.
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Maybe you have questions for me. Call me today. I’d love to do an annual real estate checkup for you. I hope you’re well
and you have a wonderful year. I’ll talk to you soon.” Boom. You send it out in an email.
Keep it short. One minute is fine. Two minutes is fine. Some of you have met Pete Mitchell. What Pete Mitchell always
says to me is “just don’t be boring.” I would encourage you, find the tool that works best with your CRM. We could
probably make it on YouTube and most of the time you can post it and send it. But let’s get you in the habit of doing at least
one video a month that goes out to your client base.
Let’s see if there’s another question here. Okay, I know what they’re asking. So, what they’re asking is, what is a tool that
you can call your clients and not actually talk to them?
Well, that’s Slydial. But also if you want to write down Slybroadcast. So Slydial is one off. So if I was just calling, let’s
say, my seller, Mr. Smith, who’s kind of mean, and I really don’t want to talk to him, but I know I need to reach out to him. I
could use Slydial to record a voice mail. “You know, Mr. Smith, I wanted to call you. It’s time to reduce the price of the
home. This is what I recommend. Please send me an email or call me back and give me your permission to do so.” Boom. I
send it. It bypasses the ring on his cell and it deposits in his voicemail. Well, he thinks he just missed my call. So it’s kind
of cool.
Slybroadcast is different in the sense that you could send your whole group a message. You have to have their cell phone. It
doesn’t cost much. If you send it to a few thousand, I think it’s like $60 or so. It won’t be 100% deliverable, but it will hit
typically about 65% to 70%. So let’s say you were going to use that tool. Just google it. You’ll find Slybroadcast. I’d go on
and I’d say, “Hey, Happy New Year! You know, I was thinking about you. Hope your year’s off to a good start. Just
remember I’m here to help if you need me in the New Year, and wow, I really appreciate your referrals if there’s someone
today that I can help. Give me a call if you get a chance, and we’ll catch up on what’s going on in the market.” Boom. I
could hit my entire database with that message in moments. Now, you notice, I tried to make it sound very friendly and light.
I just didn’t say their name. “Hey! Just wanted to reach out.” That way it just sounds very, very organic.
So guys, of course, I want you to call and talk to them. But it’s not a bad idea to cycle in the video email, the Slybroadcast,
so that you’ve got a little bonus coverage. You could even google and find texting platforms which will allow you to do the
same type of thing as the Slybroadcast and send out a group text, if you prefer to do that.
This year, guys, let’s remember something. This is super important. This is kind of the year of the disruption. In other
words, Zillow, Trulia, Realtor.com, all these platforms are going to be going after your leads. They’re going to be going after
the sellers out there in your communities. I want you to hold on tight to your relationships with your database. So increase
communication, showcase yourself as the valuable advisor, and use your tech tools to stay top of mind with them.
Alright, I don’t have any more email questions sent in just yet. Anything else? Anybody who just joined us? Anyone have a
question they wanted addressed today?
Well, guys, I just want to say that we are so excited to have you onboard with us in this New Year. I am working literally
day and night and weekends on some new, fabulous projects, bonuses, and benefits that we will be unveiling as the year
progresses. I will have a date for you very soon for our spring event. I’m very excited about it. It’s going to be all about
persuasion, sales versatility, and taking your listing presentation to the next level. I’m anticipating end of March, but we
want to make sure we miss the Easter holiday. So I’ll have that date for you probably within the next week.
Remember, I’m the head coach. I’m coaching all the coaches. I’m looking at your files. I’m looking at your business plans.
So if there’s anything you need my help with, just shoot me an email. DebbieDeGrote@gmail.com.
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Alright guys, anything else before I let you go back to work?
Well, if you need a tour of your EliteAgentsOnline.com members website, you’re a little lost, you don’t know how to get to
the things you need, call Samantha here, 714-625-5226.
You know what? Let’s go get this party started! Remember, you’re another year older, which means you’re also another
year wiser. So this is going to be a great year!
Alright guys, have a good day! Thanks for tuning in today! I’ll talk to you soon.
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